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LIFE LIFE

Magnus Carlsen-Richard Rapport
World Blitz Championship, Almaty 2022

39 f8=Q Rxf8 40 Qd7 Rxf4+ The only 
defence, but a good one. 41 gxf4 Qg2+ 
42 Kh4 Qxf2+ 43 Kg4 Qg2+ 44 Kh4 g5+ 
A clever trick to chase White’s king in a 
different direction. 45 hxg6 Qh2+ 46 Kg4 
h5+ 47 Kf3 Qh1+ 48 Kf2 Qh4+ 49 Kf3 
Allowing the exchange of queens, but there 
was nothing better. Qg4+ 50 Qxg4 hxg4+ 
51 Kxg4 With an extra rook, it is a miracle that 
Black must still be accurate to win the game. 
b5 52 f5 b4 53 f6 bxc3 54 f7 c2 55 g7 
c1=Q 56 f8=Q Two new queens, and a new set 
of problems. How to finish White off? Qg1+ 
57 Kh5 Qh2+ 58 Kg6 Qg3+ 59 Kh6 Qh4+ 
60 Kg6 Qg4+ 61 Kh6 c3 62 Qf7 Qh4+ 
63 Kg6 Qe4+ This was the moment to seal 
the deal with 63…Rc6+! 64 Kf5 Qf2+ and 
65…Qxf7 64 Kg5 Qe3+ This throws away the 
win, but by now only the precise 64…Rb8! 
suffices to win, with the idea 65 g8=Q Qg2+ 
65 Kh5! Qe8? A tragedy, all the more so for 
looking like it wins on the spot by forcing a 
queen exchange. 66 g8=Q! The final twist. 
66…Qxg8 67 Qb7 is mate. Black is lost. Qe2+ 
67 Qg4 Rh8+ 68 Kg5 Qe3+ 69 Kf6 Qh6+ 
70 Ke7 Qc6 71 Qgg8+ Black resigns

  Across
 11 A female, for example, 

talked of items for 
discussion (6)

 14 It happened during the  
70s (5)

 15 Regularly reveal art of 
great wordsmith (5)

 16 Our Fraser getting hold  
of 111 (6)

 17 Article aboard cruise ship 
following a straight path 
(6)

 19 Domestic flight (9)
 21 Turned up with artist’s 

surveillance devices (7)
 24 Combining well with 

competitor in shelter (9)
 26 Heartless judge misread 

translated tales of woe (9)
 29 Worried Australian ran 

away to historical 
East European area (7)

 30 Those of the same calling 
(9)

 32 Develop a link with old 
clay (6)

 33 At first, awfully naughty, 
greedy little boy could be 
obtuse (6)

 35 Praise old flame’s ring 
endlessly (5)

 36 Lowdown on the team’s 
spirits (5)

 37 Check on heartbeat (7)
 38 Raptor circles its dinner? 

(6)
 39 Wimps swap their first 

three bridge partners just 
the same (7)

 40 Lowers old manor houses, 
we’re told (7)

  Down
 2 City in Ulster changing 

sides recently (5)

 3 Stops happening what 
curlers play (4)

 4 Degas and Miro adapted 
Chinese characters (9)

 5 Fires and parachutes to 
safety (6)

 7 Proboscis worker left one 
afternoon (6)

 8 Money raised by cop for 
formal wear (4,6)

 9 Shabby party clothes with 
news boss (3-5)

 10 Request directions before 
outing? (7)

 13 Former president washed 
up on time (2,6)

 18 Crimson first lady prunes 
blossoms again (10)

 20 Watchman dispatched,  
off-line (8)

 23 Plugs foreign word in 
foreign prose (8)

 25 Offensive nature of order 
on headland (8)

 29 Listed as erudite, but 
heartless (6)

 31 Butt contralto who’s 
caught WI batsman (5)

 34 Grappler on and off 
revealing width of fish-
hook (4)

A first prize of £30 and two 
runners-up prizes of £20 for the 
first correct solutions opened on  
23 January. Please scan or 
photograph entries and email 
them (including the crossword 
number in the subject field) to 
crosswords@spectator.co.uk,  
or post to: Crossword 2586, 
The Spectator, 22 Old Queen 
Street, London SW1H 9HP. 
Please allow six weeks for 
prize delivery. The dictionary 
prize is not available at present. 

Crossword 
2586: Inst  
by Doc

Straight-faced good wishes from fellow 
  competitors,
Pleas from an earnest assortment of charities
Working to smooth out life’s unfair disparities,
Emails retailing conspiracist views
Concerning elites who manipulate news,
Emails that dangle steep discounts on booze
As lures to sign up for a holiday cruise,
Messages all of which suit me just fine –
Life might feel friendless and empty offline.
Chris O’Carroll

This is the email of Microsoft, Yahoo,
iCloud and Gmail, conveyed to O’ahu, 
Romford, St George’s, Palermo, Tahiti. 
Onward she forges, determined and speedy, 
Beaming through conduits fibrous and optic 
Greetings in Inuit, Serbian, Coptic;
Comments of every conceivable attitude – 
Homage, irreverence, peevishness, gratitude;
Pixelled dispatches deplorably written; 
Pictures attached – the adorable kitten, 
Gerbil or shih tzu; the cheery emoticon; 
Verbal jujitsu, rhetorical Shotokan; 
Messages fonted in Times and Verdana 
Quoting Vedanta and citing arcana. 
This is electrical mail; she disperses 
Missives eclectic, and metrical verses. 
Alex Steelsmith

This is the email just in from Nigeria –
Keyboard to server – O blessèd I.T.!
An unknown relation has died from diphtheria:
Claim your inheritance, ASAP!
Click here! You’ve been chosen and 
 congratulations!
Get a quote now – no deposit required!
Click here for cheap burial plans and cremations
And release your equity, now you’ve retired.
Accident? Injury? Medical negligence?
Claim compensation: it’s no win, no fee!
Been trying to reach you and – what a coincidence!
You’ve won a world cruise – and the booze is 
 all free!
Have sex with Natalya! She’s hot, from Estonia –
Click on the link if you want to see more!
Send us a grand and Natalya will phone ya.
Oh email! Just how did we manage before?
David Silverman

This is the email hitting the server,
Pinging in spam urging bitcoin fervour.
Missives from trolls, missives with LOLs
Ads for Viagra and sleek sex dolls.
Unending clickbait insisting you look
At mail-order Russian, self-published book,
Written by robots in distant Wuhan
Arrayed to evade your security scan.

This is the email, mostly unwanted,
Full of emojis, crazily fonted,
All of it brash, much of it trash,
Some from Nigeria panning for cash.
Conspiracist bulletins pushing canards,
Perfunctory greetings typed in e-cards.
Ill-wishing phishers requiring deletion – 
Postmen are history: blame this accretion. 
Russell Chamberlain

NO. 3283: TEARS FOR PEERS

You are invited to submit a poem entitled 
‘A Peer’s Lament’. Please email entries of 
up to 16 lines to lucy@spectator.co.uk by 
midday on 18 January.
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SOLUTION TO 2584: SONG XI  

‘MANY A TEAR HAS TO FALL’ (10/30) is the first line of  
It’s All in the Game whose tune, originally called ‘MELODY 
IN A MAJOR’ (1D), was composed by Charles G. Dawes, a 
future NOBEL LAUREATE (40D/2) and was often played by  
FRITZ KREISLER (30/6). TALLEST (34): It’s ALL in the game 
(TEST). DAWES (diagonally from row 4) was to be shaded.

First prize Jo Anson, Birmingham 
Runners-up Tim Moorey, London EC1Y;
Jim Knox, Salisbury, Wilts 

Name     
 
Address     

    

    

    

  

Doing your job, and not a jot more – ‘quiet 
quitting’ – became one of the buzzphrases of 
2022. In The Spectator, Stephen Daisley 
lauded this as the philosophy of the clear-eyed 
pragmatist, not the layabout, and wondered when 
more young employees would cotton on.

Was Magnus Carlsen thinking along the same 
lines? For the time being, he remains the world 
champion in classical chess, and many believe 
that his job, his grand duty, is to defend the title at 
all costs. So there was much consternation when 
he announced in July his intention to abdicate, 
leaving the title to be contested between Ian 
Nepomniachtchi and Ding Liren later in 2023.

It seems to me that Carlsen sees his job 
differently. The title is a bauble, but his real job is 
to prove, repeatedly, that he remains the best 
player in the world. If he can do that by playing 
online in his pyjamas, that’s a lot more appealing 
than enduring a six-month treadmill of training 
camps to prepare for a world championship match.

The World Rapid and Blitz Championship is the 
next best thing, where two world titles are up for 
grabs in a five-day stretch. The world’s best 
players (with very few exceptions) all convened in 
Almaty, Kazakhstan, between Christmas and New 
Year. Even for the elite, speed chess is a bumpy 
ride, but over 13 rounds of rapid and 21 rounds of 
blitz, the usual suspects tend to rise to the top. 
Still, even by Carlsen’s standards, taking the gold 
medal in both disciplines was an exceptional 
triumph. (Last year, in Warsaw, he got a bronze in 
the rapid and finished 12th in the blitz.)

Carlsen needed a little luck in this topsy-turvy 
game from round 14 of the blitz event, which 
featured four pawn promotions. In the diagram 
position, he missed an extremely subtle win, 
beginning with 39 f3! The idea is to block the 
h1-d5 diagonal, to prepare 40 f8=Q Rxf8 41 
Qxd5+ Kb8 42 Qb7 mate. A better try for Black 
is 39…g6 40 hxg6 h5+ 41 Kg5 Qxf3 42 g7 Qg4+ 
43 Kf6, but bizarrely, the heavy pieces are 
powerless and Black is lost.

Instead, Carlsen jettisoned the f7 pawn to set up 
a mate threat, which Rapport rebuffed, only to 
lose his way in the ensuing mayhem. 

In Competition No. 3280, you were invit-
ed to submit an updating of W.H. Auden’s 
‘Night Mail’ entitled ‘Email’.

‘Night Mail’ was written to accompany 
a section of the excellent 1936 documen-
tary about the London to Glasgow Postal 
Special directed by Basil Wright and Harry 
Watt (who described Auden as looking like 
a ‘half-witted Swedish deckhand’). Auden 
used a stopwatch as he was writing to ensure 
that each snippet of spoken verse fit the shot 
on which it commented. ‘We were experi-
menting to see whether poetry could be used 
in films,’ he said, ‘and I think we showed 
it could.’

A commendation to Ann Drysdale, Sylvia 
Fairley and Frank Upton, who accompanied 
his entry with the observation that in ‘Night 
Mail’ the poet’s first thoughts – ‘bringing 
the cheque and the postal order’ – are of 
money. The winners, printed below, pocket 
£25 each.

This is the email surfing the ether,
Cool from the Arctic or hot from Ibiza,
Email from loved ones, email from creeps,
Some to delete, some filed for keeps,
Email that greets you with Ciao or Buongiorno,
Email that flogs Californian porno,
Miserable memos, or, very much cheerier,
Catfishing scammers from coastal Nigeria.
Client to server, server to client,
Hypertext transfer that must be compliant,
Protocol-perfect, or else, out of kilter,
It won’t even fill up your spam-hungry filter.
Round the clock email, any old hour,
Seducing the eye with an untoward power –
You biro-mad tyros, desist from your scrawl,
For the postie won’t knock on your front door at all.
Bill Greenwell

Out in the ether the emails are flying,
Always delivering, distance defying;
Leaving sad snail mail to dwindle and sink,
Wiping out envelopes, paper and ink;
There’s no competition because they are free –
But that’s at the cost of what contact should be.
Caps and emojis, a whimsical font
Are not the expressions of feeling we want.
But all the bland sameness and boxfuls of spam
Are nothing compared to the fear of a scam.
Behind every message there might lie a crook
Who’s using a link as a barbed phishing hook:
Baited with cunning, this evil device
Has landed its victims before they think twice.
Alas, that’s the email crossing the border
From gadget to portal for moral disorder. 
W.J. Webster

These are the emails that fill up my inbox,
Pitches from drug vendors, pitches for detox,
Greetings from princes with millions to share,
Adverts for lotions to regrow my hair,
Vanity press bids to publish my masterpiece,
Messages in re. a genital size increase,
Emails from creditors, emails from editors,

PUZZLE NO. 733

White to play. Dubov-Sarin, World Rapid Champi-
onship, 2022. Dubov’s next move turned the attack 
up to 11, inducing instant resignation. What did 
he play? Answers should be emailed to chess@
spectator.co.uk by Monday 9 January. There is 
a prize of £20 for the first correct answer out of a 
hat. Please include a postal address and allow six 
weeks for prize delivery.

Last week’s solution 1…Qc2+! 2 Kxc2 Bf5 
mate, or 2 Ka1 Qxb2 mate.
Last week’s winner Ted Ditchburn, 
Monkseaton, Tyne and Wear

Chess 
Triple crown for Carlsen 
Luke McShane

To start off the New Year, the 
unclued lights (one of two 
words) share a common feature.

Competition 
You’ve got mail  
Lucy Vickery

White to play, position after 38…Kb7-a8

kdr4WDWd
0WDWdP0w
P0WDWDw0
dQdpDWdP
Wdp)wGKd
Dw)WDw)w
WDWDw)Wd
DWDWDWdq

rDWDw4kd
db1wgpdp
pdndpdpd
DWdnDwHw
WdNDWDw$
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DWDWdRIw


